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PORTABLE POWER FOR EVERY OCCASION
GP3300i PORTABLE INVERTER GENERATOR
Power whenever and wherever you need it, the Generac GP3300i inverter featuring new, advanced
PowerRush™ technology delivers over 50 percent more starting capacity for your RV essentials and
other motor-driven equipment—so you can do more with less.* Quiet inverter power—perfect for
outdoor activities in a compact and lightweight solution.

iQ3500 PORTABLE INVERTER GENERATOR
The iQ3500 portable inverter generator lets you bring power wherever you go – from tailgating
parties to camping trips, the jobsite and beyond. The durable, yet lightweight design is specifically
engineered for easy portability. The intuitive PowerDial™ integrates the start, run and stop
functions into one simple-to-use dial, along with Electric Start (battery included) capability, all
conveniently located for quicker startup. Select from two engine speeds, depending on your
need, to significantly reduce noise and fuel consumption, or to maximize power response. Inverter
generators utilize a different type of alternator than standard generators to generate AC power.
The end result is a portable generator with reduced weight and size and power that is ultra-clean
and capable of safely powering sensitive electronics and tools.

XT8000EFI ELECTRONIC FUEL INJECTION PORTABLE GENERATOR
Equipped with automotive technology and a load pickup response system that delivers smooth
and steady power at all times, Generac’s XT8000EFI portable generator offers hassle-free
operation in a variety of outdoor settings. Thanks to a carburetor-free design, the XT8000EFI uses
Electronic Fuel Injection to eliminate issues caused by bad fuel and pesky gum-ups when the unit
is in storage. To further optimize performance, the XT8000EFI also features idle control, which
conserves fuel for extended run times. Other distinctive attributes includes a ControlGuardTM
that protects the unit’s control panel from Mother Nature’s worst, a PowerBarTM to monitor load
demands and an hour meter to keep close tabs on maintenance intervals. Whether you’re
enjoying the great outdoors or simply seeking a backup plan when utility power is lost in your
local area, the XT8000EFI can provide the power on which you’ve come to rely.

CONTACT US FOR INFORMATION ON
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